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In terms of Fourier integral operators we give an explicit representation of solutions of the Cauchy problem for a certain class of degenerate hyperbolic equations, and determine precisely whether or not
the solutions possess branching singularities. Our results reveal a
close connection between branching of singularities and Stokes phenomena.
Alinhac [1] and Taniguchi-Tozaki [5] studied the problem of
branching singularities for a special class of operators -U 3 p
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for iO, c(i, 0)--0 for iO,
a(i+ 1, ]) a(i, ]-- 1)-- ia(i, ])
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The original form of this lemma will be found in Nakamura-Uryu
[3].
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C-smoothness of Stokes multipliers with respect to the parameter

teS -.
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C (R) denotes the set of all distributions in R with compact supports. ()=[u(x)]() is the Fourier transformation and WF(u) is
the wave front set of u(x). G(R,s R) denotes the set of all slowly
increasing functions in R , R. [ U(t, s, )](x) is the inverse Fourier
transformation of U(t, s, ) with respect to
Theorem. For any u(x)e (R), Okm--1, there exists a
function U(t, s, ) e G(R, R) such that
is a solution
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if t=/=O, S=/=O and I[=/=0, where
J(t, $)=o_<, (l+ 1)-,a,(k, q)a(q, p)t ,‘+- [$[,Hf
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p,0...m--1)

andJ(s, ) are the (k, ]) cofactors of the matrix J(s, )" ql. m

When either t or s=O the function U(, s, ) admits of a simpler
expression than the above one. We can prove a similar theorem for
a certain class of degenerate hyperbolic systems.

Generally, the matrix

is no diago’
( T.e(O)T_(O)"
1"’)
1
",

nal; this fae is called the Sokes henoenon. We can show that
solution possesses branching singularities for some singular Cauehy
daa if nd only if he Sokes henomenon occurs. In fact, "only if"
art follows immediately from heorem, and the following corollary
roves the truth of "if" art.
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tions introduced by Kumano-go-Taniguchi-Tozaki [2].
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